Contribution Means Impact

The First Study of its Kind in HK,
Chronicling the Impact of HKU Graduates.

What is Impact Study?
The Impact Study is a year-long research project documenting the legacy of HKU graduates on the development of Hong Kong over the past 90 years.

Who did it?
Over 500 people, including alumni, friends and members of staff have participated in the project. Groups of alumni have also studied and commented on chapters of the report according to their realms of expertise.

The Report
The report will be published early next year as a hard cover book, “Growing with Hong Kong: HKU and its Graduates – the First 90 Years”.

Call for suggestion
As the deadline approaches, the publication’s editorial group welcomes any suggestion and relevant information about people, events and endeavours that you think should be included in the Impact Study.

Call for contribution
Your photos, certificates, souvenirs, artifacts, badges, magazines and printed matters of the past decades are in GREAT DEMAND for illustration and exhibition.

Contact us NOW
Fax: (852) 2517 6351 Email: HKU90@hku.hk
Address: Development & Alumni Affairs Office
9/F Knowles Building, the University of Hong Kong
Pokfulam, Hong Kong

Deadline: November 28, 2001